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 Book Club Staff Recommendations 2019 
Wednesday, May 1st and Thursday, May 9th.   

 

Owl’s Nest Books is your full-service store for book clubs.  When your list has been 
chosen, email the store at contact@owlsnestbooks.com “Attention Irene”. We will 
confirm availability and let you know of any potential problems, then we’ll order the titles 
so your members can pick them up at their convenience and at 10% off!   

 

Books are listed in alphabetical order by author’s surname. 
 

Days by Moonlight by Andre Alexis (2019)   
Fiction, Paperback, $19.95  
A grieving and heart-broken botanist accompanies his friend (a professor) on a road trip through small town 
southern Ontario in search of a lost Canadian poet. A surreal take on the meaning of death, life and God. (Mike) 
 

Love From A to Z by S.K. Ali (2019) 
Fiction, Trade Paper, $17.99 
After a confrontation with a bigoted, Islamophobic teacher, Zaynab is suspended from school. Already having 
plans to visit her aunt in Doha, Qatar, she goes a week early and vows to try to be a “nicer” version of herself. 
Adam is heading home to Doha, on spring break from University. He has a secret that he has to share, but isn’t 
sure how to break the news to his father and sister. Bring on the “meet cute”. They seem perfect for each other, 
but are they as perfect as they seem? And is a “vacation-ship” romance something either one of them needs 
right now? (Kristi) 
 

Saints and Misfits by S.K. Ali (2017) 
Fiction, Trade Paper, $14.99 
Janna is your typical teenager. She likes boys. She is trying to survive high school. She has friends and she has 
secrets. She is also Muslim. So sometimes life is a bit more complicated - like crushing on a boy who isn’t 
Muslim. But it isn’t the Muslim part that is her biggest problem. It’s the monster in the Saint mask. The biggest 
secret. That secret is ruining her life, but how do you fix it when even thinking about that secret makes you sick 
inside? (Kristi) 
 

Transcription by Kate Atkinson (2018)     
Fiction, Paperback, $22.00 
In 1940, eighteen-year-old Juliet Armstrong is reluctantly recruited into the world of espionage. Ten years after 
the war ends, she will discover that there is no action without consequence. A work of historical fiction that is 
second to none in its evocation of place, mood, temperament and suspense. Transcription grabs quickly and 
doesn’t let you go. (Mike) 
 

The Novel of the Century: The Extraordinary Adventure of Les Misérables by David Bellos (2017) 
History, Paperback, $22.99  
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Did you know that, when allowing for inflation, Les Misérables received the highest advance of any novel ever 
published?  In this immensely readable history, David Bellos tells not only the story of how Victor Hugo managed 
to publish this classic of French fiction while exiled from France, he also points out all the intriguing little details 
in the clothing, dialogue and references that make this book a perennial classic and a snapshot of French history.  
With the new adaptation from the BBC reviving interest in Les Misérables, Bellos’s analysis makes for a helpful 
companion to either the original novel or the myriad adaptations of Hugo’s great saga.  (Judith) 
 
Baba Dunja’s Last Love by Alina Bronsky (2015) 
Translated from German by Tim Mohr (2016) 
Fiction, Paperback, $23.95 
Octogenarian Baba Dunja returns to live out her final days in her beloved home. She brings with her a 
ragtag group of her former neighbours and they make a life for themselves in their village inside the 
Chernobyl dead zone. All is good until a stranger arrives with a little girl. (Michelle) 
 
A Month in the Country, by J. L. Carr (1980) 
Fiction, Paperback, $19.95 
The Great War is over and Tom Birkin has trained to be an art restorer. The summer of 1920 finds him 
dealing with the aftermath of the war as he slowly uncovers the medieval mural in a church in rural 
Yorkshire.  Decades later he reflects on that summer as a place out of time. (Michelle) 
 

City of Brass by S.A. Chakraborty (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $21.00 
In 18th-century Cairo, Nahri is a grifter, using all manner of cons to eke out a living on the streets while 
dreaming of someday becoming a real doctor and healing the sick. Then one of her cons goes horribly sideways 
and she summons a djinn warrior. Dara, who has a dark past and questionable intentions, recognizes Nahri as 
one of the Nahids – the former leaders of the djinn nation and gifted magical healers. Dara takes Nahri to 
Daveabad, to claim her birthright and protect her from the ifrits, or so he claims. Thrust into a world of magic 
and intrigue, Nahri will have to run the perfect con if she wants to survive. (Kristi) 
 

Harry’s Trees by Jon Cohen (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $23.99 
When Harry's life becomes unbearable, he decides to commit suicide in the grove of trees he has managed for 
the Forestry Service. When things go awry, he finds refuge in his trees, and in the irrepressible spirit of a young 
girl. (Sandy) 
 

A Winter’s Promise by Christelle Dabos (2013)  
Translated from French by Hildegard Serle (2018) 
Fiction, Hardcover, $29.95 
Ophelia is an animist, able to read the history of an object just by touching it, and her skill is unmatched. Plain 
spoken and headstrong, she is happy tucked away caring for her little museum of old-world relics. But when she 
is engaged to a high-ranking official from Pole she finds herself thrown into the midst of power games and 
politics that will have ramifications not only for her but for her whole world. (Kristi) 
 

Vox by Christina Dalcher (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $24.00 
In the not too distant future of the USA, religious extremists have control of the country. Suddenly, women find 
themselves forced back into the homes, unable to have jobs, with no access to education: unable to even own 
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paper and pens. Then, just as suddenly, they are only allowed to speak 100 words a day, with painful 
consequences for breaking the rules. What would you do to save yourself, or your daughters?  (Tina) 
 

Saturday Night Ghost Club by Craig Davidson (2018)           
Fiction, Paperback, $21.00 
You may know Canadian author Craig Davidson by his pseudonym Nick Cutter. Davidson’s books tend to be 
more ‘literary’, with his latest set once again, in Cataract City (aka Niagra Falls). It’s a short novel about a few 
misfit kids who spend a summer investigating local ghost stories and urban legends. Probably, you will read it 
quickly. Read it again. There’s a lot to think about. (Mike) 
 

The Balcony by Jane Delury (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $20.99 
A debut novel from an acclaimed short story author, The Balcony consists of linked vignettes and tells the story 
of a home in France.  The possibilities of life, the human drama that occurs, and the quiet patience of a building 
that has its own character all combine to tell a most eloquent story. Ideal for people who love short stories as 
well as novel readers. (Susan) 
 

French Exit by Patrick deWitt (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $22.95 
DeWitt has done it again. Creating unpleasant characters that we would not likely choose as friends but 
somehow we are hooked. Francis Price is a wealthy New Yorker whose adult son Malcolm lives with her. Francis 
is sixty-five and still handsome but her money runs out and she decamps to Paris one step ahead of her 
creditors, with Malcolm and cat Little Frank in tow. In interviews DeWitt shared that he started out writing a 
comedy of manners in the British tradition but the story evolved into a tragedy of manners. Dark in places but 
funny and engaging. (Irene) 
 

Songs For The Cold Of Heart by Eric Dupont (2018)   
Fiction, Paperback, $29.95 
A little bit of magic, a ton of irony, and a whole lot of gossip propels us through a family saga beginning in 1901 
in Riviere-du-Loup Quebec and ending in Rome at the turn of the 21st century. Short listed for the Giller prize, 
Dupont’s funny, touching and unpredictable novel is translated by Peter McCambridge.  Storytelling at its finest! 
(Mike) 
 

Growing Pains: The Future of Democracy (and work) by Gwynne Dyer (2018)   
Politics, Paperback, $23.95 
Despite Brexit, Donald Trump, and Yellow Vests, Canadian Gwynne Dyer thinks human beings are going to 
survive, maybe even prosper. He examines the wider economic and political context of the populist 
phenomenon that is sweeping the West. (Mike) 
 

Washington Black by Esi Edugyan (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $24.99 
Washington Black is born a slave on a plantation in Barbados. Mistreated and only ever knowing a life of work 
and fear, Wash is even more terrified when two brothers come to take over the plantation. He is moved away 
from the fields and all he’s known and put into the home of Christopher Wilde, the younger brother. To his 
surprise, he has been given to a scientist. He is taught to read, write, measure, and look at the world in a way 
that makes him the perfect assistant to Wilde. Wash also discovers a talent he has for drawing and it is through 
their passion for the natural world that the two form a bond. However, these were terrible times, and when a 
white man ends up dead with Wash as a witness, the two have to decide how far they are willing to run for their 
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own reasons, and for each other. It indeed takes them to the very ends of the earth, from the Canadian Arctic to 
Morocco, pulling them together and wrenching them apart. This novel explores ideas of freedom, of intention, 
of systemic racism, and of the lengths we will go to try to rebuild broken lives.  (Tina) 
 

A Well-Behaved Woman: A Novel of the Vanderbilts by Therese Anne Fowler (2018) 
Fiction, Hardcover, 34.99 (Paperback expected October 2019) 
Like her previous book, Z: A Novel of Zelda Fitzgerald, Fowler’s new novel takes on a woman who has lived in her 
husband’s historical shadow and presents her fleshed out into something closer to the real woman she was. In 
this novel, we meet Alva Vanderbilt, née Smith, who married into the nouveau rich railroad family and 
manoeuvered their entry into high society, but not without making personal sacrifices in the process. (Judith) 
 
How to Stop Time, by Matt Haig, (2019) 
Fiction, Paperback, $19.99 
Tom Hazard is a teacher in London. He has the knack of bringing history alive, though most of his students 
don’t care. Also, he has a deep secret. He is really 439 years old. Constantly changing his name and abode to 
stay alive, he has spent the past four centuries searching for his daughter, who has the same rare condition. 
A page turning adventure through time, this book has lots of great discussion points. (Michelle) 
 

Uncommon Type by Tom Hanks (2017)  
Short Stories, Paperback, $22.00  
This book is my annual pitch in the short story department.  Put aside your cynicism about celebrities writing 
books, this collection ticks all the boxes for well crafted, quirky stories. The thread joining all he stories is that of 
the typewriter, sometimes playing a minor role, sometimes to a greater degree. “Three Exhausting Weeks” is 
very funny, and could be script for an intelligent rom-com. These characters reappear in later stories, and as a 
reader I liked getting to know them more fully. There are more intense stories, one being “Christmas Eve 1953”, 
in which Virgil Beuell and his family settle into a picture postcard Christmas Eve in the 50’s.  He then flashes back 
to memories of a horrific Christmas Eve battle he was part of in WWII.  The intensity of this story contrasts 
sharply with the humourous romp of the previous story.  

Hanks examines the human condition with wit, compassion, insight and understanding.  This is a 
collection that will engage a short story veteran or a newcomer to the genre.  (Sue Hill) 
 

Jade Dragon Mountain by Elsa Hart (2016) 
Mystery, Paperback, $23.50 
This is the first of a trilogy, set on the Tibetan-Chinese border in 1708.  An exiled imperial librarian, Li Du, turns 
detective when an astronomer is killed in a border town.  The emperor has declared that he would command a 
solar eclipse - the victim is the Jesuit who actually did the science.  A wonderful book that looks at Chinese 
society in a very different time.  (Susan) 
 

Anna, Like Thunder by Peggy Herring (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $22.00 
In 1808, a Russian Trade ship runs aground off the coast of Oregon with the 18-year-old wife of the Captain on 
board. Anna and few of the ship’s crew are captured by the First Nations peoples of the region where they are 
put to work, taught, traded and taken care of. Her husband and the rest of the crew eventually kidnap an 
important member of one of the tribes to trade for Anna and, in a surprising turn of events, Anna refuses to go 
with them and, in fact, tries to convince them they should surrender. Anna has seen a very believable side to the 
way First Nations and Europeans lived and saw the world.  

This is a fictional account of a true event. An interesting fact is that when one of the crew did make it 
back to Europe, he wrote about Anna and her refusal to be traded back to her people and how that affected and 
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influenced them all. At the same time, there has long been an oral history passed down through the generations 
of the coastal tribes of Anna’s story as well.  In 1985 both of these stories were gathered and looked at side by 
side and were found to be almost exactly the same despite being of years and continents apart. (Tina) 
 

The Kiss Quotient by Helen Hoang (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $20.00 
People who enjoyed The Rosie Project will find this engrossing. A woman on the autism spectrum decides it is 
time to have a boyfriend.  However, as she has no practical experience with any part of a relationship, she 
decides to hire someone to give her the practice she feels she needs. 

The characters and situations feel totally possible, and the author leads the reader to understand more 
about how people on the autism spectrum find unique ways to cope with society.  The author had just been 
diagnosed as being on the spectrum when she wrote the book, so portrays the situations with great insight. One 
of my favourite reads this year. (Susan) 
 

The Keeper of Lost Things by Ruth Hogan (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $15.99 
"The Keeper" keeps the things he finds on his walks; not important or valuable things, just everyday objects. To 
him they are special and he catalogues them all and invents stories for them. When he dies, he leaves it to his 
housekeeper to try and find the owners. (Sandy) 
 

The Lost Girls of Paris by Pam Jenoff (2019) 
Fiction, Trade Paper, $21.99 
For fans of Kate Quinn’s The Alice Network, this is an absolute must read! The year is 1946 and the Second 
World War has just ended. Grace Healey, running late for work, decides to cut through Grand Central Station (a 
place she had vowed never to set foot in again) to make up time. In her rush, she trips over a suitcase, 
abandoned by a bench. Unable to find its owner, Grace decides to take the bag home with her. Opening it, she 
finds it full of photographs of women - women who served as radio operators and spies in Occupied Europe 
during the war. Women who disappeared. Grace decides to find out what happened to these women and is 
drawn into their stories; stories of friendship, valor and betrayal. (Kristi) 
 
The Brotherhood of Book Hunters, Raphael Jerusalamy (2013) 
Translated from French by Howard Curtis (2014) 
Fiction, Paperback, $22.95 
François Villon is considered the first modern poet. In 1462 he was condemned to death for thievery. In 
1463 he was exonerated and then disappears from Paris and the historical record. This is a tale of what 
might have happened after he left Paris. (Michelle) 
 
The Weight of Ink by Rachel Kadish (2017) 
Fiction, Paperback, $23.99 
There is something inherently exciting in finding a cache of documents and letters that is over 300 years old. This 
book weaves together the stories of two women: Ester Velasquez, who is a scribe for a blind rabbi in 1660s pre-
plague London, and the historian Helen Watt, who assesses the documents in the 21st century. Kadish brings 
these two dedicated characters to life by telling the alternate stories of the mystery of the documents and the 
subterfuge Ester undertook to write them. The rich detail of the times in which each lived makes for compelling 
reading. (Irene) 
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Cold Skies: A DreadfulWater Mystery by Thomas King (2018) 
Mystery, Paperback, $22.99 
This is a quirky, entertaining mystery by an author who is certainly familiar to many.  The main character is 
Thumps DreadfulWater, a retired cop living in a little town in Montana where he is tired of just about 
everything: the town, the people, and their constant comments on his state of health. This novel is like Columbo 
meets Dead Dog Café.  It’s drole, smart, and Thumps is a shambling detective, reluctantly drawn into the 
evolving mystery.   He is also a reluctant participant in the modern world, having no cell phone, and being barely 
able to manage his answering machine.  Dead bodies stack up and the elements of Thump’s personal life 
become equally as fraught. Supporting characters in the book are as clever and appealing as Thumps. I highly 
recommend King’s first foray into mystery writing.  I hope that we see more of Thumps DreadfullWater.  I would 
love to find out how he wades through further mysteries and untangles the web of his personal life. (Sue Hill) 
 

The Mars Room by Rachel Kushner (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $24.99 
Romy Hall was a single mom, a dancer at The Mars Room (a seedy San Francisco strip club), and now she’s a 
murderer serving a life sentence in a women’s correctional facility. This novel explores the uniquely American 
phenomenon of mass incarceration, and how the prison industrial complex not only survives, but thrives on 
keeping people poor and desperate. While bleak, The Mars Room is also rife with humour and the absurdities of 
institutional life. (Sarah) 
 

An Ocean Of Minutes by Thea Lim (2018)   
Fiction, Paperback, $24.95 
Thea Lim’s first novel is a dystopian time-travel story that was shortlisted for the 2018 Giller Prize. Set primarily 
in Galveston Texax, a deadly flu virus has infected millions of Americans. For loved ones willing to travel to the 
not too distant future where a cure has been found, the State will fund treatment of those left behind. What 
could go wrong? Time traveller Polly has been ‘displaced’ but she will sacrifice everything to be reunited with 
her lover. I loved the portrayal of courage driven by a desperate yearning for something that may never have 
existed in the first place. (Mike) 
 

The Red Address Book by Sofia Lundberg (2019) 
Fiction, Hardcover, $36.00 (Paperback expected September 2019) 
A young girl receives an address book from her father. She proceeds to write the name and address of every 
person who has come into her life and affected it somehow. She is now 96 years old, looking through the old, 
yellowed pages, reminiscing about these people and the affect they each had on her life. As she remembers, she 
writes down the stories for the only person in her book still alive, and also discovers that she still has some living 
left to do. A very heartwarming story that ultimately centers around love. (Tina) 
 

The Spy and the Traitor: The Greatest Espionage Story of the Cold War by Ben Macintyre (2018) 
History, Hardcover, $34.00 (Paperback expected August 2019) 
If there is such a thing as a non-fiction thriller, this book is a prime example. Oleg Gordievsky grew up in a family 
with deep roots in Stalin’s secret police and both he and his brother joined the KGB as young men in the 60s. 
Macintyre follows Gordievsky’s career postings and promotions over the years and his recruitment as a spy for 
Britain’s MI6. After a decade of providing information to MI6, Gordievsky came under suspicion in Moscow and 
was smuggled out of Russia to safety in the west. This is high-stakes espionage at its best. A page-turner. (Irene) 
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The Lost Vintage by Ann Mah (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $23.99 
Kate is a sommelier studying for the Master of Wine test. Her desperate need of knowledge and courage coaxes 
her back to her family vineyard in Burgundy, France; a place her mother left behind and has never returned to. 
In helping her cousin clean up the crumbling home she discovers in “the cave” a mystery to be solved. A mystery 
involving a secret room, WWII Resistance pamphlets, a store of priceless wines, and a suitcase full of the 
belongings of a mysterious young girl in a photograph. Why has no one ever mentioned this relative? Could she 
be the reason for her family’s secretive ways? (Tina) 
 

Hysteria by Elisabeth de Mariaffi (2018)      
Fiction, Paperback, $22.99 
Set in 1950’s upstate New York, Hysteria follows Heike, a young mother with a muddled history. When her 
young son goes missing, we move into the literary terrain of a grey, creepy world ‘gone mad’. Hysteria is to be 
enjoyed as a wonderful opportunity to be entertained while deciphering the difference between what’s real, 
and what’s an illusion. (Mike) 
 

The One by John Marrs (2017) 
Thriller, Paperback, $19.99 
Science has found a way to genetically match you to your one true love. A dating website is started where you 
send in your DNA to be matched with the one person in the world you are meant to be with. Although, what 
happens if your match doesn’t believe in the program and never signs up? What happens if they send in their 
DNA, but then dies? What happens if you are happily married already but wonder “what if”? Just to make things 
even more interesting…what if you are matched up with a serial killer? I found this a very fun read. (Tina) 
 

Psychology of Time Travel by Kate Mascarenhas (2019) 
Fiction, Hardcover, $40.50 
The Time Traveller’s Wife meets Hidden Figures. How do you deal with the psychology of time travel, the 
flexibility of the concepts of death, predetermination, and how the past and future impact each other? It is 
these questions that our protagonists struggle with as we follow their stories from the discovery of time travel 
through to present day. Dealing with mental illness, heartbreak, jealousy, grief, revenge… our protagonists learn 
that there is a whole lot more to jumping through time than just science and paradox. (Kristi) 
 

Machines Like Me by Ian McEwan (2019)  
Fiction, Hardcover, $32.00    
McEwan’s latest novel is set in an alternate 1980s London, England. Within a strange mix of historical factual 
events and a futuristic technological society, Machines Like Me tackles the moral dilemma created when a love 
triangle forms around a synthetic human. (Mike) 
 
The North Water by Ian McGuire (2016) 

Fiction, Paperback, $22.50 

This book was long-listed for the Man Booker Award in 2016. The story is set in the late 1850s and the decline 

of Hull's whaling industry. There, the main character Patrick Sumner, an ex-army surgeon with a poor reputation, 

has no choice but to sail on the whaling ship Yorkshire as the ship's medic. There he encounters Henry Drax, who 

is the embodiment of pure evil. As the true purpose of the expedition becomes clearer to Patrick, the confrontation 

between him and Drax plays out in the freezing cold and dark of the arctic winter.  

 This gritty and violent book juxtaposes the human relationship with nature against human relationships 

with each other. 
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Circe, Madeleine Miller, (2018) 
Fiction, Hardcover, $32.00 (Paperback expected September 2019) 
Circe is the daughter of Helios. Originally thought to be powerless, her abilities in witchcraft develop as she 
grows. Zeus sees her as a danger to the Olympian gods and she is banished to an island. Here she hones her 
craft and becomes a legend feared by both men and gods.  As her story unfolds she meets with many of the 
legends of Greek mythology. Ultimately she must decide whose side she is on, the gods or mortals. 
(Michelle) 
 

Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood by Trevor Noah (2016) 
Memoir, Paperback, $22.00 
In apartheid South Africa, sexual relations between blacks and whites were illegal, making Trevor’s very birth a 
crime. In this spirited and hopeful memoir, we look back into the systemic racism of South Africa’s history and 
forward into the country’s future.  Along the way, we are entertained by stories of the shenanigans that Trevor 
and his friends got up to during his formative years.  (Judith) 
 

Upstream by Mary Oliver (2017) 
Essays, Hardcover. $35.00 (Paperback due Oct 29, 2019) 
Mary Oliver - a much loved and highly regarded American poet - died this past January. You may be familiar with 
“Wild Geese” or “The Summer Day.” This slim volume of nineteen essays explores the two touchstones of her 
life starting in her childhood, the natural world and literature. Several of the essays have been previously 
published but it is a pleasure to have them gathered together is this fashion for the insights they provide. If you 
want to understand Oliver’s relationship with books read the poem at the beginning of Section Three and 
continue on with the essays about Emerson, Poe, Whitman and Wordsworth. (Irene) 
 

The Library Book by Susan Orlean (2018) 
History, Hardcover, $34.99 (Paperback expected October 2019) 
On April 29, 1986 there was a fire in the Los Angles Central Library that destroyed over 400,000 books and 
damaged another 700,000. It was the largest library fire in American history. Orlean is masterful in her 
description of the catastrophe and takes us along on her investigation of the cause of the fire. She also describes 
the rebuilding efforts but her book is much more. Orlean also explores the importance of libraries to individuals 
and communities, the committed individuals who work behind the scenes to make libraries work and the losses 
of various libraries world-wide, as a result of misadventure, war or ignorance. And yes, there is reference to Ray 
Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451, more than one. (Irene) 
 

The Astonishing Color of After by Emily X. R. Pan (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $14.49 
This is the story of Leigh, who is half Asian and half white, and she is sure that after her mother died by suicide 
she turned into a bird.  

Leigh then ends up traveling to Taiwan to meet her maternal grandparents, who she has never met 
before due to the falling out her mother had with them years ago. In Taiwan she is determined to find and 
capture the bird, her mother. 

It is a story about grief, about family, about first love, and is masterful in evoking great emotion through 
the use of memory and imagery. It is beautiful, and heartbreaking, and a celebration of life. (Stacey) 
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The Library of Lost and Found by Phaedra Patrick (2019) 
Fiction, Paperback, $22.99 
A librarian who puts everyone else's needs ahead of her own is given a secret gift that sends her on a journey of 
self-discovery. The quirky characters, the sense of mystery, and the transformation of the character create a 
wonderful read.  Excellent for those times you want a lighter book club pick! (Susan) 
 

The Hotel Neversink by Adam O’Fallon Price (2019) 
Fiction, Paperback, $21.95 (Expected August 2019) 
Taking place in the Borscht Belt of Jewish holiday resorts in Catskills, The Hotel Neversink is the story of the title 
resort and the family that runs it.  When a child goes missing on the resort grounds, it sets off a chain of events 
that affects the entire family’s fate. Price weaves this family saga and intriguing mystery with his trademark wit 
and sympathy.  (Judith) 
 
Little Culinary Triumphs, by Pascale Pujol  (2015) 
Translation from French by Alison Anderson (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $25.50 
Meet a zany group of characters each trying to eke out a living in Monmartre. Sandrine and her husband are 
civil servants with dreams of something bigger. Then you have the men from the hostel; Toussaint N’Diaye, 
Vairam the chef, and Schmutz the manager with his brilliant 12 year old daughter Juliette. Don’t forget the 
psychologist Annabelle who also happens to be a Kama Sutra Specialist. Throw in some bad guys, stir the 
pot, and you have a great read. (Michelle) 
 

The Huntress by Kate Quinn (2019) 
Fiction, Paperback, $22.99 
Readers who have been anxiously awaiting Kate Quinn's newest book will be glad to hear this is as engrossing as 
The Alice Network. It is the story of the Nazi hunters post-war who tracked down the "minor" war criminals - the 
ones who weren't the targets of the Nuremburg trials.  It is the story of the war criminal known as "The 
Huntress", the life she led after the war, and the hunter who had personal reasons to find her and bring her to 
justice.  A complex interweaving of past and present lead to a compelling story. (Susan) 
 

Moon of the Crusted Snow by Waubgeshig Rice (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $17.95 
Evan Whitesky and Nicole McCloud live in a small community in northern Ontario with their two children. As 
winter approaches, puzzling outages start to occur - first cell phone service, then electricity and landlines. 
Supplies from the south to the local store don’t arrive. Rice tells a compelling story of how people in an 
Anishinaabe community cope as they slowly come to realize something has gone very wrong in the outside 
world and “visitors” from the south start to arrive. Anyone who has lived in northern Ontario in the winter will 
appreciate the challenges the community faces. (Irene) 
 

The Lost Flowers of Alice Hart by Holly Ringland (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $22.95 
Alice is being raised in isolation on her father's Australian property. When she is orphaned at age eight, she is 
sent to live on her grandmother's flower farm. For the first time, she has interactions with other people, and she 
learns the healing language of flowers. Will the flowers be enough to help her survive as an adult? (Sandy) 
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Trickster Drift by Eden Robinson (2018) 
Fiction, Hardcover, $32.00 (Paperback expected June 2019) 
Jared is back, and as irresistible a character as ever. For any of you that read last year’s Son of Trickster, and was 
left wondering what the heck just happened, Jared is sober now, he has moved away from his mother and is 
attending Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. Now you get to see what crazy happenings are real, and what life 
really brings you when you are the son of a Trickster and a Witch. This is even better than that first book! (Tina) 
 
The Invisible City by Emili Rosales, (2005)  
Translated from Catalan by Martha Tennent (2009) 
Mystery, Paperback, $21.99 
An old journal is sent to Emili Rosell at his Barcelona gallery.  It is the journal of an Italian architect, 
Andreas Roselli, who was brought to Spain in 1750 by Charles III to build a new city at the mouth of the 
Ebro. The city was never completed. Are these the ruins that Emili played in as a child? How is he linked to 
the architect? (Michelle) 
 

You Know You Want This by Kristen Roupenian (2018) 
Short Stories, Hardcover, $32.00 
A debut short story collection including “Cat Person”, the story (originally published in The New Yorker) that 
sparked much rage amongst men who felt personally attacked by its indictment of toxic masculinity. This book is 
a collection of firecrackers, exploding with fairy tale magic, subversive social commentary, and unexpected 
humour as the author weaves tales around the ways in which people poison themselves, bully the ones they 
love, and occasionally rise up and rescue each other. (Sarah) 
 

Calypso by David Sedaris (2018) 
Essays, Hardcover, $34.99 (Paperback expected June 2019) 
The latest collection of essays from the acclaimed humorist strikes a note of grief along with the usual laugh-out-
loud observations on the vagaries of family life, this time centered around a beach vacation the Sedaris clan 
takes every year, in tidal degrees of tension and affection, through love, loss, and memory, he tells the story of a 
family grown up, far flung, and still choosing one another. (Sarah) 
 

The Book of M by Peng Shepherd (2018)  
Fiction, Paperback, $22.99 
Shepherd’s debut work is a deeply layered book that is difficult to summarize, given the complexity of the 
subject matter and storyline. When people’s shadows begin to disappear, it’s not long before their memories do 
too. But the ‘forgetting’ is dangerous, for eventually, a type of surrealistic superpower is attained by those 
whose memories vanish forever. Max and Ory have survived the catastrophic events of the ‘shadowed’ versus 
the ‘shadowless’ but when Max loses her shadow…If you lose all your memory are you still you? At its heart this 
is a novel about identity, sense of self, and questions surrounding the meaning of memory. (Mike) 
 

Adèle by Leia Slimani (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $22.00 
An unflinching portrayal of sex and love addiction in the most romantic city in the world. Adèle has a seemingly 
ideal life, as a staff writer at a magazine, married to a doctor, with a young son, living in Paris. But for Adèle, 
moderation is death, so she exists in a constant state of flux between extremes with alcohol and men. To deny 
herself would be to waste her beauty her youth. Adèle is a dirty book. (Sarah) 
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I Still Dream by James Smythe (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $21.99 
In 1997, teenage coding prodigy Laura Bow writes a compassionate AI companion called Organon after the Kate 
Bush song lyric. From there her story spans 50 years as she struggles against a rival, predatory AI that eventually 
triggers societal downfall in the form of massive personal data leakage.  This is not a physical apocalypse, but a 
prosaic one, an all too human take on the catastrophic rise of artificial intelligence. I Still Dream poses the 
question: if our thoughts are the product of an evolving network of electrical circuits, is the very concept of 
consciousness more animal or machine? (Sarah) 
 

Elefant by Martin Suter (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $19.99 
The story of the little glowing pink elephant, how he came to be, the people who cared for him along the way, 
and the lives he changed. (Sandy) 
 

Split Tooth by Tanya Tagaq (2018) 
Fiction, Hardcover, $29.95 (Paperback expected September 2019) 
An Inuit throat singer’s nearly indescribable work in the form of prose, poetry, prose-poetry, myth and memoir. 
She veers back and forth between the grittiest features of a small arctic town, the electrifying proximity of the 
world of animals, and ravishing land of legends, Tanya Tagaq explores a world where the distinctions between 
good and evil, animal and human, victim and transgressor, real and imagined lose their meaning, but the guiding 
power of love remains. (Sarah) 
 

Dahlia Black by Keith Thomas (2019) 
Fiction, Hardcover, $36.00 (Expected August 2019) 
The year is 2028. Five years earlier the Pulse was discovered by Dr. Dahlia Mitchell, an astronomer at the 
University of California Santa Cruz, leading to the greatest transformation of human society in history. Unlike 
many authors before him, journalist Keith Thomas sets out to understand the Pulse from a more personal 
perspective of those affected - both directly and indirectly - by the alien code and what came after. 

This book is truly unique in its approach to storytelling. Author Keith Thomas sets up his novel not in 
traditional style, but as if writing a non-fiction historical account of first contact with an alien species. Instead 
of ‘experiencing the event’ as it happens, Thomas starts us off after the fact and peels back the layers of truth 
and speculation surrounding the events with personal interviews, diary entries and recorded interview 
transcripts to paint a picture of not only the event itself, but life afterward. It is a masterful and powerful 
storytelling technique that works wonderfully well and draws you into the story deeper and deeper, keeping the 
reader engaged and excited right through the end. (Kristi) 
 

Women Talking by Miriam Toews (2018)   
Fiction, Hardcover, $29.95 (Paperback expected in September 2019 
Women Talking is a difficult book to read. It’s a work of fiction but based on real life events that happened in a 
Mennonite colony in Bolivia from 2005 -2009. Upon waking in the morning, hundreds of women are told they 
have been raped by demons and devils. Upon learning the truth, a group of eight incredibly brave women 
secretly meet to decide what must be done.  (Mike) 
 

The Girl They Left Behind by Roxanne Veletzos (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $24.99 
While there are a lot of books set during and after WWII, this one stands out as different being set in war torn 
Bucharest and behind the Iron Curtain during the Soviet occupation of Romania. 
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The story follows a little Jewish girl, Natalia, whose parents were forced under extreme circumstances to 
leave her behind as they escaped, but hoped to make their way back to get her. She grows up with an adoptive 
family and forgets about her real parents.  

It is a story of loss, oppression, family, and love in the face of war and dictatorship. (Stacey) 
 

When You Find Me by PJ Vernon (2018) 
Mystery, Hardcover, $35.99 
“A gin-soaked suffocating velvet nightmare.” In local author P.J. Vernon’s debut domestic noir, Gray Godfrey 
returns home for Christmas to her wealthy family’s estate in fictional Elizabeth, South Carolina. When her 
husband goes missing on Christmas Eve, all eyes are on Gray, but she’s a blackout drunk and doesn’t remember 
what happened that night. Then she gets a voicemail, from a woman named Annie, who claims to know all her 
secrets… (Sarah) 
 

Smoke by Dan Vyleta (2016) 
Fiction, Paperback, $19.99 
Smoke is an alternate history set in an England about a 100 years ago, where people who are wicked in thought 
or deed are marked by the Smoke that pours from their bodies. The aristocracy do not smoke, proof of their 
virtue and right to rule, while the lower classes are drenched in sin and soot.  

It is a story that includes elements of a mystery, an escape story, a political thriller, and a social 
commentary, as three young people discover that everything they have been taught is a lie. 

If you like your fiction atmospheric and gothic and questioning of societal norms, this one is for you. 
(Stacey) 
 

Ghosted by Rosie Walsh (2018) 
Fiction, Paperback, $24.99 
I picked this book up looking for a light summer read. The title refers to the breaking off of a relationship 
without any apparent warning or justification. I am not going to reveal too much of the plot for fear of blowing it 
for anyone, but the blurb on the cover of the book says it in a nutshell, “Seven perfect days.  Then he 
disappeared…”  

I was pleasantly surprised at how the story and the characters captured me from the get go.  The plot 
twists were intriguing, the characters were engaging and likeable.  As a reader, I could empathise with them and 
I wanted their pain and confusion to stop.  The author has written a beautiful story of love, loss and forgiveness.  
It fulfills the idea of a summer read with lots to recommend it as a more substantial story that will move you and 
stay with you even after you leave the beach. (Sue Hill) 
 

Tin Man by Sarah Winman (2017) 
Fiction, Paperback, $22.95 
Sarah Winman is the author of another book, A Year of Marvellous Ways, which I liked very much and this 
darling little book is even better. 

Tin Man is a study in contrasts in that it is gentle and tender but incredibly moving and intense.  It is 
beautifully written and as a reader I was totally immersed in her tale.  Winman draws well defined, fully realized 
characters.  You can’t help but connect to them and feel their joys and pain.  She treats them with such respect 
and compassion. This novel is imbued with a gentleness and grace that touches one's soul. 

There is not a wasted word in this compact masterpiece.  The plot revolves around a childhood 
friendship that drifts apart after time.  With amazing love and art, Winman fills in the lost years. I am not going 
to elaborate more because it is the ‘feel and atmosphere’ of the book the will sweep you away. I devoured this 
amazing book in one sitting and it will stay with me for a lifetime. (Sue Hill 
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Secret Wisdom of Nature, by Peter Wohlleben (2017) 
Translated from German by Jane Billinghurst (2019) 
Science, Hardcover, $29.95 
This book completes the Mysteries of Nature trilogy series that started with the Hidden Life of Trees. If 
you’ve ever wondered about the ecological relationships between various plants, animals and their 
environment, this is the book for you. Lots of little surprises and wonderful inter-connections. (Michelle) 
 

Bridge of Clay by Markus Zusak (2018) 
Fiction, Hardcover, $32.50 (Paperback expected October 2019)  
Bridge of Clay is an epic family saga following the story of five brothers who are left to raise themselves and run 
by their own rules. They fight and they love as only boys do. It is the story of their parents, and why their father 
left, and ultimately it is the story of Clay, the middle brother in the family – the story of his past, his present, and 
his heart. It is laugh out loud funny and guaranteed to make you cry. (Stacey) 
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